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EDUCATION AND HEALTH STANDING COMMITTEE 
Sixth Report - “Where From?  Where To?  A Discussion Paper on Remote Aboriginal Communities” 

MR T.G. STEPHENS (Central Kimberley-Pilbara) [10.14 am]:  I present for tabling the sixth report of the 
Education and Health Standing Committee, entitled “Where From?  Where To?  A Discussion Paper on Remote 
Aboriginal Communities”. 

[See paper 2583.] 

Mr T.G. STEPHENS:  Any genuine attempt to challenge difficult areas of public policy needs to be guided by 
understanding the lessons of history.  Without a working knowledge of that history, we can be too easily 
destined to relive it and to re-walk the same paths of the past.  That is particularly true in the area of indigenous 
affairs.  The Education and Health Standing Committee remains keen to chart a course for positive government 
and community response to the circumstances facing Aboriginal people across Western Australia.  To do this, 
the committee sees a need to be guided by an understanding of the past and how we got to the present, and to see 
what has failed and what has worked and to try to understand why.  The discussion paper that I have tabled 
sketches out a short history of indigenous affairs policy in Western Australia with particular reference to remote 
communities.  As a committee, we are completely indebted to the work of the principal research officer, 
Dr Jeannine Purdy, an officer of enormous distinction in this Parliament who has worked with two research 
officers, Mr Peter Frantom and Ms Nicole Burgess, for putting to paper this outline of the history.  Some tireless 
members of staff in the Parliament have provided enormous skill and quality of research to assist the committee 
in delivering this paper.  When presented with the research work of this team, the committee membership found 
the work to be of enormous value in its committee deliberations.  Even to those of us roughly familiar with this 
area, having the history succinctly told in this way was a stark and challenging reminder of the way things have 
been and why they are as they are.  My hope is that, through our collaborative work as a team of members of 
Parliament drawn from the three major political parties working with quality parliamentary staff, we will put 
before the Parliament and the community a challenging series of reports that will help to create fresh 
opportunities for a better way forward.  I believe that as a community we must increase the audacity of our hope.  
We can find new ways for the three spheres of government to collaborate with the Aboriginal community and 
with the wider community to secure a more certain future for the growing Aboriginal population of Western 
Australia.  As Chair, I find that the Education and Health Standing Committee is a pleasure to work with.  
Dedicated members from both sides of the house, in collaboration with the support team, have focused on these 
issues and will, with not only this tabled discussion paper but also reports that are in train, deliver some thought-
provoking responses to the circumstances facing Aboriginal communities across Western Australia. 

DR K.D. HAMES (Dawesville) [10.19 am]:  As Deputy Chairman of the Education and Health Standing 
Committee, I rise to support the comments of the Chairman, and I particularly thank other members of the 
committee.  We have worked particularly well together on this and other issues.  This is a challenging program 
that the committee has set for itself to look at where Aboriginal communities have come from and where they are 
going to.  Along the way, we can present other issues that will be of benefit to not only the Aboriginal 
communities, but also the administrators involved in putting together programs or initiatives to help Aboriginal 
people out of the difficulties in which they find themselves.  

I give credit to the assistants to our committee, particularly to Dr Jeannine Purdy, for their tremendous work.  
Dr Purdy has not been with us for very long, but I have been amazed by what she has been able to put together.  
This is the first time in the 10 years I have been a member that I have ever looked at the first draft of a committee 
report and found it almost complete as it was.  This report contained very few errors or areas of disagreement 
requiring changes to be made.  It was quite amazing to see that.  The house needs to take note of her workload.  I 
know that she has been told off for working too hard.  She called me at 7.15 last night; she was still at work 
while I was on my way home from the house.  

Mr T.G. Stephens:  She was working at 3.30 this morning.  

Dr K.D. HAMES:  Yes, at 3.30 this morning she was back at work making sure that this report was ready for us.  
That is amazing dedication.  Peter Frantom was initially our research officer.  We were very sad to see Peter go, 
but he was replaced by someone in whom we can also have great faith - Nici Burgess, who, as many of us will 
know from our years in Parliament, has been doing an excellent job.  I congratulate both of them and the rest of 
the team for the work we have been able to do in getting this report together.  

Having been Minister for Housing and for Aboriginal Affairs in the past, I have had a fair involvement in the 
issues dealt with in this report.  It has amazed me that there is not a better recorded history.  In some of the areas 
in which I was involved in signing bilateral agreements with the commonwealth as recently as eight years ago, 
no documentation exists.  I have had to be a historian of the signing of bilateral agreements with the 
commonwealth.  It is ridiculous that better care has not been taken in preserving the history of management. 
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Mr R.C. Kucera:  Didn’t you have them shredded? 

Dr K.D. HAMES:  That has happened with things done by both the previous and present governments, and it is 
still going on.  We need a much better system of recording history.  The good thing about this report is that it 
researches all that information and sets it out in a logical and well-presented fashion that will enable future 
generations as well as people still involved in the industry to follow historical events as they occurred. 

I am looking forward to future reports in this area.  A lot of research work has already been done, and work is 
being undertaken to prepare reports on successes in Aboriginal communities, particularly as a result of our 
meetings with Noel Pearson in Queensland and the Torres Strait Islands, looking at programs that have been 
particularly successful.  We need to spread information far and wide about the ideas that have been tried and are 
working.  It seems that all people have their own ideas, and go their own ways about implementing them, and we 
never seem to have good outcomes that can be applied across Australia; hence our initial report on the swimming 
pools.  A further progression into other areas is a logical step to take in finding out what we can present to 
governments and departments on areas where they can look for a better way forward for Aboriginal people.  I 
commend this report to the house.  On its own, it does not do a huge amount, but as part of a series of reports we 
will present in the future, it will be very useful to the people of Western Australia, if not of Australia.  

MRS D.J. GUISE (Wanneroo - Deputy Speaker) [10.25 am]:  I support report 6 of the Education and Health 
Standing Committee, entitled “Where From?  Where To?  A Discussion Paper on Remote Aboriginal 
Communities”.  This report forms part of a series on an inquiry into the successful initiatives of remote 
Aboriginal communities.  There is no doubt that in recent times a lot of negative attention has been given to 
aspects of some of our communities.  However, the intention of the committee is to highlight initiatives from 
which we believe positive outcomes can be and are being achieved in remote communities.  As other members 
of the committee have alluded to, this document forms part of a series of reports planned by the committee.  We 
considered it essential to provide a historical perspective on remote Aboriginal communities in Western 
Australia, and to outline the changes happening across sectors of government involved with indigenous affairs.  
We hope that this discussion paper will inform the debate within the community as well as assist us in finalising 
the work of the inquiry. 

I have a belief, which I shared with the committee, that this paper could have been entitled “Our history: the 
good, the bad and the indifferent: where from, where to”.  However, a synopsis of the history does not reveal 
much good from an Aboriginal point of view.  The brief history of the homelands, from imperialist oversight to 
policies of protectionism and segregation, detention in settlements, the time of the Chief Protector, A.O. Neville, 
and other topics outlined in this paper, is a very sad indictment of our society.  My mother’s good advice from 
years ago, that one is never too old to learn, has proved very true.  I was shocked to learn of the pass system 
introduced in 1937 that restricted Aboriginal people who were not residents of Perth from entering the city.  
They were actually barred from the city unless they had a pass to prove that they were resident or had legitimate 
business in the city.  That was in 1937, and it was outrageous.  This is a very important document, trying to bring 
all the history together.  We look for the input of others if they are able to assist us.  As the member for 
Dawesville has said, the archives are unfortunately not what they should be.  Input from others who are able to 
help us and make corrections will be more than welcome. 

The committee is also considering the impact on the state of the demise of the community development 
employment program, as well as the current bilateral agreement for Aboriginal housing and infrastructure, and is 
giving consideration to the future role of state and local governments.  All Western Australians should be able to 
obtain good health and education outcomes.  The committee undertakes to seek information about the current 
arrangements.  Part of that information concerns the basic amenities of potable and waste water services, power 
supplies, housing and funding.   

There are two recommendations in this discussion paper.  The first refers to the necessity to conduct research 
into the viability or otherwise of small remote Aboriginal communities; importantly, reflecting the views of the 
residents of these communities.  The second is about negotiating new financial agreements within the terms of 
the bilateral agreement.  The state should be cognisant of the implications of both the commonwealth’s changes 
to the CDEP and the inequities in the current allocation of financial assistance grants for distribution to local 
government.  Having looked to the past as well as the present, we wish to ensure a better future for Aboriginal 
communities. 

I commend my fellow committee members, in particular the chair, the member for Central Kimberley-Pilbara, 
and the deputy chair, the member for Dawesville.  The passion and insight they bring to the committee and the 
experience they both have in this area are much valued by the rest of us who are new.  It goes without saying that 
their contributions are much appreciated.  I also commend the tremendous work undertaken by the committee 
staff.  Our principal research officer, Dr Jeannine Purdy, is something else.  She is a great credit to the Assembly 
staff.  We have all spoken about that.  She has provided great assistance to the committee, as have also our 
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research officer, Mr Peter Frantom, and, more recently, Nici Burgess.  They are a great asset to the committee.  
The committee welcomes the views of and insights into the community.  The closing date for submissions, if 
members are interested, is 18 May, unless that has changed.  I commend the report to the house.   
 


